TCS 3000 INTEGRATION:
ADDITIVE INJECTION

Ensure consistent additive injection levels and automatically shut down deliveries when outside of range.

FULLY AUTOMATIC INJECTION SYSTEM

» Identify Product with Additive
» Authorize & Actuate Injection Pump Dosage
» Measure Additive
» Auto Monitoring & Self Adjusting Additive Ratio
» Automatic Shutdown if Additive Ratio is out of Specification
» See Your Fuel Delivery Records with Additive Online Using the TCS Hub Host Manager

PREVENT MIS-FUELING

» Minimum PPM Setting (Scalable)
» Maximum PPM Setting (Scalable)
» Volume Delay Startup Setting (Scalable)

TECHNOLOGY

» EXTERNAL - Positive Output Signal for Digital Viper* Injection System (For Dual Meter Systems)
» PISTON - Positive Control of Viper* Injection Pump and Dosage Ratio

*Tammon Technical Products Viper Injection System
The TCS 3000 Electronic Register automatically warns operators and stops deliveries when an integrated additive injection meter detects that additive levels are outside the acceptable range.

“With the additive integration on the TCS 3000 register, we can confidently prevent misfuelings when a customer requests blended fuel, and know that it is within specifications!”

>>> Todd Baker, Atlantic Aviation